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Errata 5 August 10, 2004 

Record of Decision (ROD) 

Table of Contents is missing Table 14. Acres of RNA by Alternative.  (new page Table of 
Contents attached) 

Plan, Appendix C:  Statutes, Regulations, Executive Orders 
The Consolidated Appropriations Resolution, section 323  of PL 108-7 (2003) was 
ommitted from the list of Statutes, it has now been added. (new page C-1 attached) 

Plan, Appendix G:  Glossary 

The definition of fen was left out of the glossary.  “Fens are wetlands with water-saturated 
substrates and an accumulations of about 30 cm or more of peat (organic soil material).  
Peatlands, which include fens, bogs, and muskegs, are widely distributed across boreal 
regions.  (new page G-14 attached) 

Final Environmental Impact Statement, Chapter 3 

Page 3-165  Table 3-49 lists the effects on Preble's Critical Habitat as AM (for adverse 
modification), this is incorrect.  The Biological Assessment concluded "likely to adversely 
affect" so it should be LAA in the table. (new page 3-165 attached) 

Page 3-332  Section on Winter Recreation Opportunity Spectrum:  combines effects of RNA 
designation on snowmobile riding in two dissimilar alternatives.  Old paragraph states, 
“Specific provisions in federal law prohibit snowmobile riding in some specially designated 
areas (Wilderness Areas, Research Natural Areas (RNAs)), and authorize their use in others 
(national recreation areas).  Motorized use is not allowed in non-motorized trails and inside 
the ski area.  Alternative F has the most acres recommended for Wilderness designation, 
followed by Alternative D DEIS, D FEIS, and E.  Alternatives D FEIS and F allocate 
additional RNAs in some current snowmobile use areas (i.e.; Ribbon Forest and on top of 
Browns Peak).  Alternatives A, B, and C do not recommend any additional areas for special 
designation.” 

It should read:  Specific provisions in federal law prohibit snowmobile riding in some 
specially designated areas (Wilderness Areas, Research Natural Areas (RNAs)), and 
authorize their use in others (national recreation areas).  Motorized use is not allowed in non-
motorized trails and inside the ski area.  Alternative F has the most acres recommended for 
Wilderness designation, followed by Alternative D DEIS, D FEIS, and E.  Alternative D 
FEIS allocates Browns Peak RNA near a current snowmobile use area, however the 
section proposed in Alternative D FEIS is a small section of the originally proposed area 
and is a skree sideslope that’s too steep to snowmobile on, and so should not effect any 
current use.  Alternative F would allocate the Ribbon Forest and Browns Peak as a RNA, 
which would effect current use.  The size of the Browns Peak RNA proposed in 
Alternative F is larger than that proposed in D-FEIS.   Alternatives A, B, and C do not 
recommend any additional areas for special designation. (new page 3-332 attached) 
 


